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Podcast: Guest - Peter LaBarbera; Why Dr. “Rachel” Levine is Unqualified

News From Around PA

City of Erie LGBTQIA+ Council is urging Congress to swiftly pass HR 5, the Equality Act.

Open homosexual, State Rep Malcolm Kenyatta, (D-Philly) has announced his run for the US Senate in 2022.

Open homosexual, State Rep Brian Sims (D-Philly) has announced his run for Lt. Governor in 2022. Besides pushing the LGBTQ agenda, he is a Planned Parenthood escort and known to harass those praying outside abortion clinics!

The nonprofit Prevention Meets Fashion, in partnership with ONE Condoms, will host its 4th “condom-centric” fashion show during February’s National Condom Month. Founder Nhakia Outland is especially excited about the wig made out of condoms!

News From National Scene

Harvard University will soon launch a phone app to help transgender students find “inclusive” bathrooms on campus.

In Hilliard City Schools, a suburb of Columbus, OH, a school official sent an email to teachers soliciting letters of support from students and teachers for a pro-LGBTQ ordinance being considered by City Council. Thankfully (or because they were caught!) the school board has met with all involved and set new guidelines to prevent such from happening again.

Lifetime TV demanded that D. James Kennedy Ministries (DJKM) eliminate all content the cable network deemed controversial i.e. abortion or Left-wing financier George Soros. This after they ran, without protest, DJKM’s documentary “Billionaire Radical: George Soros and the Scheme to Remake America” last October. Now, unless DJKM agrees to Lifetime’s new conditions, they will no longer air any Truths That Transform half-hour broadcasts. DJKM will not “bend the knee” and has been forced off the channel.

The Satanic Temple has commissioned a 10 by 40 foot billboard along Interstate 20 in Garland, TX reading “Abortion saves lives!” Then it falsely claims, “Our religious abortion rituals avert many state restrictions,” a reference to their campaign to classify abortion as a religious ritual to utilize religious liberty laws in defense of feticide.

Nativity battles go on year-round!! A recent victory was handed to Jackson County, IN over its Nativity scene, which included secular items. The Court wrote, "we conclude that the County’s Nativity scene is constitutional because it fits within a long national tradition of using the Nativity scene in broader holiday displays to celebrate the origins of Christmas—a public holiday." The best news is they rejected the so-called “Lemon test,” created by the Supreme Court which caused great legal confusion!
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